
Ford F150 Rear Bed Side Sport Graphic Kit 1
Factory Wheellip Trim Kit

Parts List
ATD-FRDF150GRPH21

Part Number Item Cost

ATD-FRDF150GRPH21a Right Bed Side Molding Trim $11.95

ATD-FRDF150GRPH21b Left Bed Side Molding Trim $11.95

a b

Installation Tip: For installation of graphic kit on F-150 models with Factory
Wheellip Moldings, we suggest temporary removal of the moldings. Once
the main part of the graphic is installed, set the molding in place and trace
lightly the upper outer edge of the molding with a pencil onto the vinyl.
Then, remove the molding and proceed to carefully hand trim the graphic
approximately 1/16” past the molding line. When trimmed, remove the
portion of the graphic that would be under the molding.

When graphic has been removed, install molding and proceed to set this
graphic trim kit onto moldings.

The reason we suggest carefully trimming the graphic back slightly from
the molding is that as the vehicle is driven, slight vibrations and movement
between the metal body and plastic moldings may eventually cause the
vinyl graphic material to peel and fail. Thus, plastic molding to metal body
connection, without the vinyl graphic between, is most desirable.

Please Note: This kit is recommended for smooth painted

Factory Wheellip Molding surfaces. Premium vinyl graphic

materials may not adhere sufficiently to unpainted Dark

Grey molding surfaces.
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